
Give Something Truly Special

Australian Made Bespoke Gifts For the People You Love

Product Descriptions:

Blossoming Blooms Dome

Vibrant, handcrafted paper flower arrangement in a glass dome you can enjoy from any

angle.

Each dome is a unique piece of art unlike anything you'll find elsewhere. We cut and fold

over 300 pieces of premium paper to ensure each piece embodies our passion for this

art form.

Petal Portrait Shadow Box

Cheerful handcrafted blossoms in a shadowbox frame to light up any wall or surface.

Each flower in these uplifting displays is lovingly fashioned by hand, and no two pieces

are alike. We carefully select fine paper for a cohesive overall design resulting in a

unique piece of art that's sure to brighten any space.

Hanging Teardrop Bouquet

Eye-catching bespoke bouquet inside a glass teardrop that adds a unique touch to any

room.

These teardrops evoke the fresh feeling of a morning dewdrop and are an easy way to

add a touch of nature to your home decor. Each bouquet is a unique expression of our

passion for papercraft.



Short About:

Hi, I'm Luna, the artisan behind Petalis. I've spent years perfecting my craft to share

one-of-a-kind handmade botanical art with you. Each piece is a culmination of over 300

carefully selected pieces of paper, and no two are alike. I know you're going to love

them!

Short Brand:

What makes Petalis different?

We handcraft unique and memorable gifts for you and yours.

The delicate art of botanical paper arrangement is a skill that takes time, patience, and

care. Each petal and leaf is painstakingly hand-cut from premium paper, painted, and

shaped to create one-of-a-kind, heirloom-quality pieces that are at once realistic and

magical.

When you give Petalis, you give life to art.

CTA button: View our Collection / Shop Now

Longer About / Brand:

Hi, I'm Luna

I'm an artisan who uses craft paper to recreate the beauty of nature and share it with

you.

It all started eight years ago. I had the idea to craft several paper flowers for my wedding

and fell in love with the endless possibilities of botanical papercraft. After years of

honing and perfecting this unique skill set, I'm proud to offer you our selection of

bespoke handmade gifts. Artisanal papercraft is a true passion for me, and I couldn't be

happier to share my work with you and yours.



Today, Petalis is a thriving family business. I make everything 100% by hand right here in

Australia. My two helpers, Summer, and Daisy, 3 and 1, are often at my side while I

create. Daisy loves to play with the paper roller machine, and Summer has been known

to hide petals away and decorate them with rainbows (her favorite). Occasionally she'll

even sneak a few of her special rainbow petals into an outgoing parcel, so if you find a

little surprise in your package, you'll know it's from Summer!

Creating artisanal papercraft is an intimate, meticulous process akin to meditation.

There's no way to mass-produce Petalis pieces, and we wouldn't want to. Each piece

requires hours of careful paper selection, cutting, folding, painting, and gluing to create

a one-of-a-kind expression of the beauty of nature.

What makes us truly stand out from other botanical paper art? I've developed a

unique method of construction that uses premium paper cardstock. Unlike commonly

used crepe paper, our cardstock is durable and holds its shape and vibrant color better.

So, you get heirloom-quality gifts that are long-lasting, easy to care for expressions of

your love that can be shared for generations.

So if you're looking for a custom personalized gift, choose Petalis. You'll be giving life to

art!
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